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Museum Partner Observation #3: Privacy and Data Security at the Jewish Museum 

 

 The Jewish Museum has the ability to collect personal information from users who visit 

its website. For example, users share their email address when they sign up for the Museum’s 

electronic newsletter. Online visitors who purchase a membership, book event tickets, or shop 

the online store also share their names, contact information, and payment card information.  

 

 
Online visitors can share their email to receive eNews updates from the Jewish Museum. 

 

 
When purchasing a membership, users share their name, address, and payment card information. 
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 Consequently, the Jewish Museum has posted Terms of Use, which include a Privacy 

Policy that affirms the Jewish Museum’s commitment to protecting the privacy of its online 

users.1 The Privacy Policy offers transparency regarding the types of information collected and 

how the Museum uses it.  For example, users can voluntarily share personal information as 

described above, and the Jewish Museum will use it to fulfill their requests. In some cases, the 

Museum works with third-party service providers which have separate privacy policies. The 

Jewish Museum lists the names of these third party companies, with links to their respective 

terms of use. 

 

 
Screenshot of section of the Jewish Museum’s Privacy Policy.   

 

 The Jewish Museum states that it will use personal information only for the purpose 

provided by online visitors. However, there are some significant exceptions. It may send users 

“other communications regarding our mission, programs, events, and opportunities” that the 

Museum thinks may be of interest. It may combine shared information with other personal 

information previously given and/or publicly available data for fundraising outreach. It can 

collect anonymous, not personally identifiable information through “cookies.” The Museum 

would compile and aggregate this information and use it or share it with third party service 

providers, for the purpose of improving online visitor experience. If a user’s browser disables 

cookies, some areas of the Jewish Museum’s site may not function as intended. 

 

 The Jewish Museum also reserves the right to disclose and use personal information: (1) 

to enforce the Privacy Policy; (2) to take action regarding suspected illegal activities; (3) to 

                                                 
1 Privacy Policy, Jewish Museum, accessed at https://thejewishmuseum.org/about-this-site#privacy-policy 
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protect anyone’s rights, safety, or property; (4) to comply with the law or legal process (e.g., a 

search warrant, subpoena, or court order); (5) in connection with a merger, reorganization, or a 

sale or transfer of assets; or (6) for any other reason the Museum determines is necessary, 

appropriate, or required by law. 

 

 The Jewish Museum and its website draws visitors from around the world. The Privacy 

Policy reminds international visitors that the Jewish Museum’s servers are located in the United 

States. As such, when users share personal information, it will be transferred to the United States 

and protected in accordance with United States law, which may not provide the same level of 

protection required in other jurisdictions.   

 

 Users may contact the Jewish Museum to request that their personal information not be 

used in certain ways. The Museum’s communications contain information on how to opt-out or 

unsubscribe. Alternatively, users may contact the Jewish Museum’s marketing department if 

they no longer wish to receive communications. 

 

 
Screenshot of section of Jewish Museum’s Privacy Policy. 
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 The Jewish Museum maintains that it strives to keep personal information secure and 

uses commercially reasonable efforts to safeguard it from unauthorized use. Nonetheless, the 

Privacy Policy states that “no security measures can be guaranteed to be 100% effective, so you 

use our Site at your own risk.” 

 

 In summary, the Jewish Museum’s Privacy Policy provides detailed information about 

how the Museum uses personal information shared by online users. In addition to fulfilling 

requests, the Museum uses information for marketing and fundraising. It also reserves the right 

to use personal information to comply with the law. To the extent that the Museum shares 

information third party service providers, it provides their names and links to their relevant 

policies. The Jewish Museum protects personal information in accordance with American data 

privacy law, but as this area of law evolves, the Jewish Museum must ensure that it remains 

prepared to respond to new challenges.  


